Tech
Leading the Innovation Drive.

ABOUT
US

TECHAVENUE is a Client centric services firm defined by
“HOW” we solve challenges. Whether a client is facing
an immediate business challenge, trying to increase the
value of their company or protect against future risks, Tech
Avenue designs, develops, and executes tailored solutions
by assembling the right combination of expertise. We build
on this experience by collaborating to create innovative,
customized solutions, and strategies designed for today’s
ever-changing business environment. This gives our clients
unparalleled insight and experience. At Tech Avenue, we
know that Innovation drives results.

Our Vision is to be a preferred
global Services and Solutions
company. We will win in the
marketplace by listening to
and understanding our
customers and working with
our valued partners to deliver
innovative solutions that
provide real business value

OUR

To enhance the business growth
of our partners with innovative
solutions and develop deliver,
market-defining, high-quality
solutions that create value as well
as reliable competitive advantage
for our clients in all our chosen
domains.

OUR

Tech Avenue
Offers expertise in
the following areas

CUSTOM
APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT

TechAvenue develops as well as participates
in innovative custom software application
solutions that best meet clients’ complex
business needs, budget, schedule, and
existing IT infrastructure.

CYBER SECURITY
AND INTRUSION
DETECTION
The new reality of dynamically shifting and targeted
cyber-attacks and Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)
is forcing organizations to constantly adjust their
protection strategy and properly respond to the everchanging cyber threat landscape. Detecting cyber
threats as they develop is key in defending against
them and ensure that your network and data is not
compromised.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
SOLUTION
Practically every industry has something
to gain from artificial intelligence and
machine learning.
We can help you to develop solutions
embedded with AI capabilities across
numerous verticals that can help your
Organization unlock new possibilities.

TechAvenue Security Information & Event Management
(SIEM) tool allows you to always remain one step
ahead of the latest cyber threats and will immediately
recognize them, providing you with an overall picture of
your network, all the time.

SYSTEM
INTEGRATION
Adopting new technologies and processes
means often overcoming complicated
software integration challenges, both
between your existing applications as well as
external systems.
Our software integration engineers have the
necessary skill sets to handle your integration
obstacles, from architecture design, testing
to execution.

AUTOMATION
AND
VIRTUALIZATION
For an enterprise, there are countless uses for
virtualization. Virtualization also helps with the ongoing
effort to consolidate resources, and cut down costs.
Enterprise Managers are also banking on increased
automation to help organizations meet challenges with
fewer staff members without losing on the amount of
work done.

DATA
MINING
Data mining is the process of analyzing
data from a large range of sources and
collating this information into useful
business intelligence.
The data gathered is examined to discover
prevalent market trends, predict future
prospects, opportunities and assist with
driving revenue and cutting costs

Technology
Transformation

No matter where you are in
your digital journey,
TechAvenue can help you
envision, design and
deliver to realize your
businesses true potential:
Innovative Business
Solutions - Better Customer
Experiences - Improved
Process Efficiencies Greater cost reductions to
increase business value

Reliable

Secure

Experience

At TechAvenue we
believe in building and
maintaining long term
relationships with all our
clientle.

Our team of dedicated
professionals not only
deliver progressive
solutions with unmatched
security but also maintain
excellent workmanship
that provides peace of
mind.

With our team of
seasoned professionals
who have a knack for
solving complex solutions,
we strive to get things
done the way that is most
effective.

3 words that
best describe
our approach
and out team

FOCUSED,
SOUND
& INNOVATIVE

We help our clients lead into the
future by solving their most complex
and mission-critical issues through
customized solutions

RIC
Research
Innovation &
Collaboration

At TeachAvenue we are deeply convinced that Research
Innovation and Collaboration is crucial to long term
success of any company. All market leaders reinvest
certain percent of their profits into research as they see
this as an investment into their continual growth. Some
organizations may be tempted to cut down the expenses
on research & innovation, which can result in short term
relief but eventually leads to bigger problems in strategic
perspective.
IMPORTANCE OF RIC
Informal R&D has existed at least since the first person
experimented with methods of knapping flint to make
stone age tools. In a formalized sense, it became part of
the arsenal of the modern corporation beginning with
the creation of industrial labs in the late 19th century
and today it comprises about 2-3 per cent of the GDP in
advanced economies.
Companies today spend considerable resources on
targeted investigative undertakings in an effort to make
discoveries that can help develop new products or way
of doing things or work towards enhancing pre-existing
products or processes.

PMO
Project
Management
Office

worldwide statistical data suggests, only half of all
projects succeed, in theory, the typical organization
could achieve the same delivery rate with only
half the effort. More realistically, an improvement
of only 10% per annum for most organizations
would represent a hefty sum, deserving some
quality attention. Or, more would be achieved with
the same resources. we understand the business,
technology and cultural needs of projects and
resource led organizations.
Tech Avenue offers its Project Management as a
Service to its partners and clients across a diverse
range of domains. By applying consistent project
management practices and governance, we enable
improved project delivery, visibility and control.
We take into account the organization’s project
management maturity, processes, methodologies,
culture, technologies and governance structures to
ensure that projects have the required visibility and
delivery is on time.

ENTERPRISE VALUE DELIVERED

METHODOLOGY

STRATEGY
•
•
•
•
•

Goals and objectives
Current State/ Future State Analysis
Project Selection Strategy
Operation and Implementation planing
Enterprise Technology Architecture

OPERATION
•
•
•
•

Program Management
Optimization/ Process Improvement
Organization Planning, Staffing and Management
Solution Selection

IMPLEMENTATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proejct Management
Cyber Security and Intrusion Detection
Artificial Intelligence Solutions
Automation and Virtualization
Data Mining
Custom Application Development
System and Data Integration

STQA
Software Testing
& Quality
Assurance

Whether you want to enhance your testing
strength for an urgent project or expand
your capability with experienced testers in an
economical way. We can provide the length &
breadth of testing capabilities you need. What
seperates us from others is our commitment to
executing the business-driven test strategies
all through the lifecycle of your software
development.
We have put together a highly talented team of
individuals that have acquired skills and tools
working with industry
leading ERP, BPO and BI
solutions in the fields of
Manufacturing, Technology,
and Financial sector and
have a proven history of
taking software products to
new heights of reliability and
performance.
What this means is a
quality transformation
that respects our partners
speed-to-market ambition
and a reliable partnership in
surpassing your own digital
quality benchmarks.

SED
Software
Engineering
Department

Software development consists of several distinct but interrelated activities like requirements elicitation, designing,
planning, programming, integration etc. Each activity is an
important part of software development life cycle.
Our software development team collaborates with your
organization to understand business challenges & pain areas.
We strive to empower businesses with robust solutions that
enhance engagements with their customers, improves customer
experience and streamline business processes.
Our team ensures accelerated development so you can respond
to market changes faster and better. Our solutions are tailored
to business needs thereby simplifying and streamlining how you
execute your tasks.
We aid enterprises experience next generation solutions with
advanced analytics, mobility and digital transformation. We
deliver products and services with quantifiable ROI built around
customer’s goals and strategic vision.
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